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Why to have a distinct complaints division for a visa
consultancy?
Gone are the days when you just file an application for visa and got approved. Now, immigration
process has become quite difficult and one needs to file their visa application obliged with rules,
regulations and procedures of respective country. To accomplish this, one need to invest lots of
time and money to understand the transforming rules and regulations of the immigration
process. Therefore, it would be beneficial to seek assistance from a trust-worthy immigration
consultancy which has earned utmost reputation in the immigration industry. Opulentus is one
such immigration consultancy, which has made its debut in 2001 to assist prospective
individuals who are likely to immigrate to another country. Armed with a well-experienced and
proficient team of visa counselors, we have been delivering exceptional immigration services to
our clientele.

Our core values:
Opulentus is renowned for its quality, reliability and trust-worthy immigration services
across the globe. Being into service for past 13 years, we assure quality immigration services’
tied with transparency to global clients. We know how to present the facts in a best manner and
help you by placing your application in the most possible manner through which chances of
rejection will be reduced. Apart from supporting you by offering excellent immigration services,
we have set up a special team referred as Opulentus complaints support especially to deal
with client’s queries and issues encountered by them in immigration process.
Our complaints division is solely responsible to retain the brand’s image in the industry. By
knowing the fact that offering reliable immigration services’ does not sum up the reputation of
visa consultancy, Opulentus has employed a group of visa experts who form complaints
desk to best deal with the issues and problems of the clients. We understand your needs
and work accordingly to assist you by providing a feasible solution to your problem. Opulentus
feedback is one of the best initiatives set by the firm to pay attention to client’s queries,
suggestions and genuine complaints. We make your process simple and strive to diminish
obstacles in your process.
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